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Abstract-This paper describes a computer program which converts the text of user 
input and system responses from an on-line search system into fixed format records 
which describe the interaction. It also outlines the syntax of the query language and the 

format of the output record produced by the parser. The study discusses problems in 
constructing the parser. the logic of the parser and its performance characterestics, as 
well as recommendations for improving the process of logging on-line searches. 

INTRODUCTION 

There are a number of ways in which on-line bibliographic search systems like OCLC, 

RLIN, DIALOG, MEDLARS, ORBIT and BRS can be evaluated. Computer per- 
formance evaluation techniques can be used to determine if the hardware configuration 
is adequate for the system. This includes evaluating the adequacy of central memory. disk 
drives, printers, telecommunication ports, and channels, as well as the central processing 
unit. 

Another aspect to the evaluation determines the adequacy of the software for the 
system. In a typical search system there are four layers of software that work together to 
provide searching capability. The first is the operating system which coordinates computer 
system resources and schedules and allocates resources to various programming tasks. A 
second layer is the set of programs that provide telecommunications support. A user of 
a system usually interrogates the system by telephone, dialing a number that allows remote 
access to one of the computer system’s ports. All of the extensive control procedures 
involved in receiving a message over the telephone lines-buffering the message, translating 
messages from one type of code to another, handling errors, handling the protocols 
connected with various types of terminals, and transmitting messages-are performed by 
the telecommunications programs. The third component is the search system programs 
themselves. These programs accept as input a user query, analyze what needs to be done 

in the way of an on-line search request, process that request. and s&d the results to the 
telecommunication program for transmission to the user. 

In the course of processing the user request, the search system uses a fourth component, 
a data base management system, to access files of bibliographic data. The data base 
management system provides the tools necessary to create, access, and maintain the 
bibliographic files. In some cases the data base management system is not a separate 
program, but rather part of the search system itself. 

Each of the four components described above can be evaluated in many different ways. 
This paper describes a tool to assist in the evaluation of the search system itself. The tool 
is a parsing program that analyzes the dialog that takes place between the user and the 
search system. The parser takes the text of messages and translates them into a single 
record describing a single interaction between user and program. The set of output records 

tThc support of Kent Smith. Deputy Director of the National Library of Medicine is gratefully acknowl- 
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Ann Marie Macker‘s technical advise were mvaluable. 
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produced by the parser can then, at a later stage. be analyzed to determine the nature of 
the dialog between the user and the system. This can be performed with standard statistical 
packages like SAS or SPSS. 

This type of performance analysis is useful for a number of reasons. First, the computer 
hardware used to run search systems tends to be very expensive. It is not unreasonable 
for the purchase price of the equipment in such an installation to be five to ten million 
U.S. dollars. Thus the incentive to improve the performance of such systems is strong. 
Another reason for this investigation is to improve user satisfaction. If measurement 
techniques can be developed to pinpoint bottlenecks in the system, those bottlenecks can 
be removed and the system’s response time improved. Computer systems have a limited 
capacity. That is, they can only support a finite number of simultaneous users. Evaluation 
allows decisions to be made about whether and when capacity limits have been reached, 

Analyzing a user’s dialog with the system is particularly important. By studying the 
way users conduct on-line searches, a greater understanding of the search process can bc 
obtained. better training programs can be developed, and more responsive and usefuf 

systems designed. 
An analysis of the user-system dialog provides important information about the 

performance of the computer system and how users interact with the system. This provides 
basic data about how to improve the total system from both the perspective of the system 

manager and the system user. 
There arc two major software monitoring methods by which the information about 

user-system interaction can be gathered. The first and most desirable is an extensive 
logging facility built into the search system. This facility generates log records describing 
each facet of the user-system interaction as the search system performs the search process. 

Such a meth~~dology has been incorporated into the MELVYL, the prototype on-line 
catalog at the University of California~l]. Less desirable but more common is the search 

system with primitive logging facilities. In this approach the system simply writes out a 
record of what the user entered and what the system sent to the user. This set serves as 
the record of what the system did and as a basis for evaluating user-system performance. 
This approach requires minimal effort to implement and has almost no impact on the 
performance of the search system itself. However, when performing an evaluation of 
user-system interaction with this monitoring methodology, sophisticated tools must be 
developed to assist in the analysis.7 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The project to evaluate the performance of on-line search systems has a number of 
phases. In this report a description of the query language used by the National Library 
of Medicine ELHILL search system is given, and the log records produced by the system 
are outlined. Then the output record produced by the parser is presented and the logic 
of the parser is discussed. 

Subsequent papers will analyze the data generated by the parser with the purpose of 
understanding the USC of the system. The reports will deal with response time character- 
istics of the system, characteristics and content of on-line searches, and models of search 
behavior. 

THE PROCESS OF LOGGING TRANSACTIONS 

The program described in this paper is called MLPARS4.2 it operates on log records 
of transactions produced by the ELHILL search system of the MEDLARS II bibli- 
ographic programs. The log records are generated by the ELHILL system in a relatively 
simple manner. As the user enters a search statement, command, or response into the 
system. that line of text is date and time stamped, and along with the user’s logon code 
is written onto a file of log records. The ELHILL system processes the user’s command 

tA re\~ew of manq’ additional problems of monitoring and evaluating the performance of on-line syslcms 
call he found in the paper hv Penniman and Dominick [?I. 
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and produces a response which is then transmitted to the user. It is also date and time 
stamped and written onto the file of log records. 

The first task performed on the records is to sort them by user logon code, date, and 
time. This step is necessary because many users have their requests processed by the 
machine almost simultaneously, and the records stored in the log file are not arranged 
sequentially by a particular user’s search. 

Once the records have been sorted, they are ready to be processed by MLPARS4. Its 
first task is to group them into sessions. A session is defined as one continuous period of 
time during which one user with a single user logon code performs a search. Once it has 

found a group of records that comprise a session. it is ready to analyze each record in the 
session to see if that record is a user transaction or a program transaction. A user 
transaction is an input message generated by the user, and a program transaction is a 
message generated by the ELHILL system. There can be more than one program message 
generated for each user message. 

THE ELHILL QUERY LANGUAGE 

The MLPARS4 program analyzes the user and program transactions from the 
ELHILL system. In order to clarify the functioning of the program and the type of output 
produced, it is useful to describe the commands and describe their syntax. Table 1 lists 
the commands and provides a brief description of each. One of the most common 
commands, a search statement, is not listed. A search statement is equivalent to a FIND 
command and is composed of terms and operators, but lacks the word ‘FIND’ preceeding 
those terms and operators. 

The syntax of the query language for selected commands is described in Table 2.y The 
grammatical notation used in the table is relatively simple. The symbol ’ + ’ means that 
there may be one or more repetitions of the expression it follows. The symbol ‘*’ means 
there may be zero or more repetitions of the expression. A ‘?’ is used to show that a 
component is optional in the command, the ‘I’ (or) represents the case where one of a set 
of items may be chosen, and symbols with single quotes around them are literal values. 
Parentheses are used to group multiple elements into a single logical entity. 

Consider the FIND command as an illustration of the notation. The description begins 
by defining the command as consisting of two parts: 

u-find -> “I’ ? ‘FIND’ ? (fdterm bin_op?) + 

The first part says that the command may begin with a double quote followed by the word 
FIND. The question mark indicates that the entire phrase is optional. The second part 
indicates that the command will consist of one or more ( + ) sequences of a required 
symbol called fdterm followed by an optional occurrence (?) of the symbol called bin_op. 

The remaining part of the entry for the FIND command defines the fdterm and bin_op 
symbols. A fdterm can be a search statement number ((ss_number)), the words ‘LESS 
THAN’, ‘GREATER THAN’, or ‘FROM’ (int) ‘TO’ (int), where (int) is an integer. 
The last possible meaning of a fdterm is 

fdterm - >u-op* (iden) + ((‘i’ (sh))(‘(’ (cq) ‘I’>* 

Here u_op is a unary operator (defined as an asterisk, or the words ‘NOT’, ‘ALL’, or 
‘EXPLODE’). The u_op is followed by an identifier (a search term) and zero or more 
repetitions of sub headings ((sh)) an d/ or category qualifiers ((cq)). 

A sub heading is used in a search to find records that have specific aspects or 
components. Examples of sub headings along with their two-letter abbreviations include: 
adverse effects (ae), blood (bl), congenital (cn), and etiology (et). Category qualifiers are 
used to select certain fields of a record for searching. For example, a searcher may only 

tThe query language described in Table 2 is the one employed by MLPARS4 to parse user transactions. It 
does not purport to be an exact representation of the ELHILL language. 
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Table 2. ELHILL command syntax for selected commands 

u_dlagram -> u_vesno 1 ‘“’ ? ‘DIAGRAM’ 

u_explain -> “’ ? ‘EXPLAIN’ 

u-find -> ‘“’ ? ‘FIND’ 7 (fdterm bin_op 7 ) + 

fdterm -> 
-> 
-> 

-> 
-> 

-> 

u_op -> 
bin_op -> 

u-help -> 

u_meshno -> 

“_mmr?sp -> 

<ss number> [integer) 

u-0;’ <Iden> + cc’/’ <sh>) I’(’ <cq> ‘1’ ) ’ 
‘LESS’ ‘THAN’ <mt> 

‘GREATER’ ‘THAN’ <int> 
‘FROM’ <int> 

‘TO’ <,nt> (must have ‘FROM’ <int> first) 
:‘,“,“?,r;ALL’ 1 ‘EXPLODE’ 

‘“’ ? ‘HELP’ 

I”’ ? ‘MESHNO’ 

‘ALL’ 1 ‘NONE’ 1 ‘EXPAND’ 1 Int_list 

int_list-> <int> (‘,’ ? <mt>) ’ 

u_nbr -> “’ 7 ( ‘NEIGHBOR’ 1 ‘NEIGHBORDETAILED’ / u_updown) 

u-news -> u_yesno / ‘“I ? ‘NEWS’ 

ugrmtcmd -> ‘PRINT’ (<constgdrm> 1 cq_iist / sklpgarm I w_pdrml 

‘,’ 11 <iden> 1 <prm_requeat_cm> 1 ’ 

sk!p_parm-> ‘SKIP’ <int> 
ssngarm -> ‘SS’ < int, 

cq_list -> <cq> (‘.’ ? <cq> ) l 

u_strsch -> ‘1’ 7 (‘STRISGSEARCH’ I ‘TITLESEARCH’ I JESSEARCH‘) ? 
(‘(’ <cq> ‘)’ /‘SKIP’ <,nt> I‘SS‘ <,nt> 1 * 

(u-&term u_ts_bmop 7 ) + 

“_UUll -> ‘NOT’ 1 (<,“I> / <,den> 1’: ) + ‘(’ <cq> ‘1’ ? 

u_t._binop -> ‘AND’ / ‘OR’ 

“_S1”P -> ‘“’ 7 ‘STOP’ (‘YES’ I ‘Y’) ? 

u_sub,apply -> ‘“’ ? ‘SUBHEADINGS’ ‘APPLY’ ? <sh> (‘.’ ? <sh> ) ’ 

u_subscw,cel -> ‘“’ ? ‘SUBHEADINGS’ ‘CANCEL’ 

u-tree -> ‘“’ ? ‘TREE’ <iden> 

u_updown -> (‘UP’ I’DOWN’) I ((‘UP’ 1 ‘DOWN’) ? <int>) 1 

(‘NO’ I ‘NONE’ 10) 

“yes”0 _> ‘“’ ” ‘YES’ j ‘NO’ 

Note: The grammatical notation used IS as follows. ‘f’ - one 01 more replications of the ex- 

prewon. ‘.’ - zero or mole replications of the expressmn, ‘?’ - an optmnnl component. and ‘1 - 

choobe one from the set. Symbols with single quotes around them are literal values. and curly 

brxkzts dellmlt comments 

Each command has a dltierent lexicon. I e. symbols in the input are delimited by different 
sets of charncters. Blanks are always dellmiters. others include puncutdtion marks such as ‘“‘, 

*,I, ‘I’. depending on the command. 

The lcxxal analyzer also screens tokens into lexical classes. which vary by command, e.g. 
category qualifiers, subject headings. These lexical cla5ses are delimited by quoted angle brack- 

els. e g. ‘<cq>‘. 
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want to search the title of a record for a particular term. Examples of category qualitiers 
and their two-character abbreviations include: abstract (ab), author (au), and title (ti). 

01JTPIJT REC‘ORD DESCRIPTION 

The MLPARS4 program analyzes uscr and program transactions from the log files. 
and for each set of user transactions and associated program response transactions it 
creaks ;I fixed format record which can record almost every type of interaction between 

the user and the ELHILL program. The output record (Table 3) contains a number of 
sections. The first is general information about the session, e.g. the date and time of the 
starch. The second section contains information about the type of command that the user 
issued and the type of message that the program issued in response to the user command. 
Other sections of the record contain information about particular program responses, 
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Table 3. (Cod). 

Fteld No Field Name Descr~puo” 

2s. Category qualifier code The global category qualifier specified 

for a search 

Paramerers in a User Command 

26. 

21 

28 

29 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33 

34 

35 

36 Set numbers 

37. Subheddmg codes 

38 

39. 

40 And operators 

41. or operators 
42 Not operators 
13. From-To operntors 

14. Less than operators 
45. Greater than operators 

46. All operaton 
47 star operators 
48 Explode operators 

Multi-meaning response The response give” by a user to a program 

code multi-meaning message (e.g. all, expand, none) 

Multi-meaning count The “umber of meanings selected if a count 

was found 

Neighbor response code A code representing the response give” by the 
user to a program NEIGHBOR command response 

(e g up. down. quit) 

Neighbor up-down count The number of terms 1” move up or down 

Sub headings c”u”t The “umber of entnes in the array in field 31 

Sub headings Array containing the sub headings 

used in a subs apply or elements apply command 

Elements apply count 

Elements apply 

The “umber of enlr~es I” the array in field 33 

Array containing the elements apply codes used 
in a subs apply or elementa apply commdnd 

User term CO”“t 

Search terms 

Category qudllfier 
codes 

Truncat~o” codes 

User Search Term Section 

Number of terms in user s&arch srdtcment 

Array contni”,ng the terms entered by 

the user 4” a search st.lteme”t 

Array con!a,ning the set numbers uwd 
I” d search statement 
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search stairme”, were truncated and 
how they HS~S truncated 

Array lodacdttng the positm” of a” 

‘and’ operator I” a search statement 

Print Parameters Sectm” 

49. Skip count The “umber of items 10 skip as found I” a 
PRINT command skip parameter 

50. Print request count 

51. Search statement no 

The number of citatmns to punt 

The search statement “umber u,ed 
in a PRIhT command 

52. Category qualifier ct. The “umber of category qu.diRers used in the 
PRINT command 

53 Category qualifiers The category qu~hfiers u,ed as part of tailored 
print or arguments to a” exclude or include 
parameter of a PRINT command 

54. 

55. 

Print parameter CO”“, The number of entrtrr I” the array in field 55 

Print parameters Array containing the pardmeten in a PRINT 
command (e g compressed. dewled, full. 
Indent, standard. only) - 
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arguments found in parameters of user commands. user search terms, and parameters of 
PRINT commands. 

When a user enters a search statement, that statement may consist of a number of 
starch terms. boolean and other operators, category qualifiers. truncation codes. sub 
heading codes. and other search statement numbers. This information is recorded in the 
output record by storing each search term in a separate element of an array in a position 
corresponding to the sequence with which it occurred in the input string. (See field 35 in 

Table 3). Other operators and codes are stored in their own arrays. (See fields 36 through 
48 of Table 3). 

In response to a search statement, the user can receive a ‘postings’ message which tells 
the number of postings for the search statement, a ‘multi-meaning’ response which 
indicates that some search terms have multiple meanings. or a variety of other responses. 
The information returned by the system is recorded in fields 13~~20 of the output record. 

Certain statements. such as the PRINT command, have many parameters that can be 
LNXI with it. Fields 49955 record the information that the user enters as part of the PRINT 
command. For example, the user may request that a certain number of citations be skipped 
before or during the printing of output. The number of citations to be skipped is recorded 
in field 49. Many parameters other than those specified in fields 49-54 can be present in 
;I PRINT command. They include parameters like compact, indented. exclude. include. 
compressed. full. and detailed. Print qualifiers arc two-character category qualifiers that 
can bc used as part of a PRINT statement. These parameters are stored in an array in 
held CS of the output record. 

STRUCTURE Or’ TIIE PARSER 

The MLPARS4 program has five major components: (I) a transaction analyzer. (2) 
symbol table handling routines. (3) a transaction builder. (4) an ELHILL message 
recognizcr. and (5) a lexical analyzer. 

The transaction analyzer controls the processing of log records. When records are 
needed for processing, the analyzer calls the transaction builder to get a set of user and 
program transactions. Then it calls the message recognizer to try and ascertain if the 
program transaction has an ELHILL message in it. The lexical analyzer is used to isolate 
and screen tokens in the user and program messages and the symbol table handling 
routines are used throughout the program. 

There are a number of symbol tables used in analyzing user and program transactions. 
They include a list of subject headings. category qualifiers. keywords used in search 
statements, data base names, responses to multi-meanings commands, and responses to 
NEIGHBOR commands. There are also keywords that appear in a program response 
message (for example the words ‘you’, ‘are’. ‘now’, ‘ connected’ would appear in the symbol 
table file and would be used by the parser to help determine whether a particular program 
response during a session was a program message. There are also tiles that contain the 
parameters that can be used in a print statement (like ‘compact’. ‘indented’. ‘full’). and 
files that contain equivalencics between various forms of commands and parameters (e.g. 
the equivalences between the short and long form of subject headings (‘mi’ and 
‘microbiology’) and short and long forms of commands (‘ts’ and ‘titlesearch’). The symbol 
table handling routines initialize these tables as well as maintain them. 

The description of the query language employs a number of lexical category names. 
The symbol table handling routines also are used to post specific tokens to these categories 
to create equivalencies between a number of specific tokens and a particular lexical 
category. They also count the number of tokens posted to a category and use this 
information for error checking and MLPARS4 program optimization. 

Another component of MLPARS4 is the transaction builder. This program reads input 
records looking for the start (or end) of a session. Once the beginning of a session has been 
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found. the transaction builder forms the transactions into groups consisting of a user input 

transaction and one or more program output transactions. In some cases this is not a 
simple task. The time-of-day that is recorded on each log record is measured to the nearest 

tenth of a second. A number of transactions may occur in the same tenth of a second, thus 
it is difficult to determine the exact ordering of the log records based on time. The 
transaction builder uses a simple heuristic to supply records to the transaction analyzer 
in the correct order. 

Th ELHIL L messuge recogni:er 

The objective of the MLPARS4 program is to successfully determine what the user said 
and what the system said, convert that text to a fixed format record, and write the output 
record onto a file. 

An impediment to a straightforward parse of the records is that only the first 57 
characters of the user input and the program response are recorded on the log file records. 
This means that no full recording of a session exists. Because of the (usually) shortened 
program transaction, it is often difficult to determine what was the prompt that the 
program issued after it completed responding to one user transaction. 

A number of clues. algorithms, and heuristics were ultimately derived which allowed 
successful parsing to take place. Deriving those rules that could be consistently trusted to 
yield accurate results was an empirical process which involved implementing the program 
in a number of intermediate stages. viewing the frequency of success, and refining the 
program. 

The single most important clue used to parse the transactions is the presence of 
lowercase characters in the ELHILL response to a user PRINT command. Normally, this 
clue allowed MLPARS4 not to have to look at these text responses and thus usually avoid 
having to decide whether the text output was a standard system message (which is always 
displayed in upper-case) or natural language text resulting from a print c0mmand.t More 
importantly. this process also made it possible to determine over time most of the messages 
legitimately produced by ELHILL and not retrieved from one of the ELHILL data bases 
(e.g. MEDLINE). 

The second major clue used in parsing the transactions was a decision that one of the 
most stable aspects of the user-system dialog was the program messages generated by the 
ELHlLL system. The process of matching the program messages to the program 
transaction tokens involves consulting a data base containing all the program messages 
issued by the ELHILL system. The ELHILL message recognizer compares program tokens 
to message tokens to find a match. If the match is successful, the parser has found a 
message that matches the program transaction. The parser then records the message 
number in the output record and then parses the user input only if of interest to the 
analysis. The user transaction is much less defined or structured than the program 
transaction. so the parser defers handling it until it needs to. In many cases it is not 
necessary to parse the user input because what the user did can be inferred from the 
program transaction. In other cases this is not true and the user transaction must be 
parsed. 

The Pnrsc uction dutu base 

One of the most important design aspects of MLPARS4 is that it is table-driven. 
Instead of the logic being imbedded within the code of MLPARS4, it has general processes 
that are invoked as needed depending on values in various tables and results of previous 
actions. The most important table is the parse action data base. Much of the decision- 
making about what to parse, how to parse, and when to parse is recorded in this data base. 

The parse action data base contains a description of each of the more than 100 

tTherc are exceptions to this rule. For example, the output from a TREE command can contain lower-case. 
a multi-meaning response from the system can have lower-case characters in it. and a MeSH Number can have 
Iowcr-case characters. But except for these cases. the presence of lower-case characters is an important clue to 
the parser about how to proceed. 
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messages that can be produced by the ELHILL program. The messages are numbered and 
stored in a generalized manner. For example, the data base contains the message 

(quotcd_tok) IS NOT A CORRECT COMMAND NAME 

Here the meta-symbol (quoted_tok) is used to represent any word with single quotes 
around it. A specific instance of this message might be issued when the user types the word 
PRUNT instead of PRINT: 

‘PRUNT’ IS NOT A CORRECT COMMAND NAME. 

The data base serves as the input to another computer program that generates the 
programming language statements that comprise the portion of MLPARS4 that recognizes 
messages (the ELHILL Message Recognizer). That is, there is a separate computer 

program that takes as input the parse action data base. That program creates a set of PL:‘l 
statements that when executed will detect one of the 107 ELHILL program messages that 
can occur in the program transaction. The implication of having a separate program 
generate the recognizer, rather than having the logic of recognizing the statements 
imbcddcd in the parser itself. is that as additional pr’ogram messages are found, MLPARS4 
PL:I statements can be generated to recognize them with ease.? 

The data base contains a number of other pieces of information about each program 
message. To optimize matching between program transaction tokens and messages. the 
comparison is ordered by frequency of occurrence of the messages in a sample of messages 
taken in the course of building MLPARS4. The data base stores this frequency and uses 
it to order the evaluation statements. As an aid to debugging, the data base also records 
the session. and transaction numbers within the session, where an instance of the message 
was found. This aided considerably in analyzing the context within which the message was 

issued. 
The data base contains an indicator of the type of the message (normal, error, 

informatory. cue, or system) issued. It also gives the parser the name of the subroutine 
that will do a parse of the user transaction, or indicates that a parse of the user transaction 
is not to be done. 

The M LPARS4 program defers as long as possible a decision about whether to analyze 
the user transaction. Lexical analysis of the program transaction always takes place 
because the parser needs the program transaction broken down into tokens to match it 
against the program messages and to scan it for the presence of a program cue. When 
MLPARS4 decides to actually parse the user transaction, it first invokes the lexical 
analyzer to break the user transaction into tokens. 

The lexical analyzer consists of a scanner and a screener. The scanner breaks up the 
input into tokens based on the set of look-ahead characters passed to it by one of the user 
command parsers. (A look-ahead set is a set of characters that delimit the lexical 
components of the input). The screener uses the set of symbol table names passed to it 
by the command parsers to classify each token into one of several classes, e.g. category 
qualitiers, user command keywords. Thus the transaction analyzer can successively apply 
ditfcrcnt grammars to the same input until the input is recognized. 

The order in which the grammars are applied is important. For example, the 
time-overtlow message can be generated in response to a search statement (i.e. FIND 
command). a string search. or a YES response in a long sequence of time-overflow 
mcssagcs. Since the language generated by the search statement grammar contains the 

:‘When the protect began UC belicked that there wcrc 37 program mcssagcs from ELHILL. NOW WC‘ arc not 
wrc that \LC haw found them all. but our count is at 107. Regenerating the ELHILL message recognver was 
rcla~i\clq c;I\) a\ ncu mc\wgc\ wcrc cncountercd. 
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language generated by a user response to a time-overflow message (yes or no), the latter 
grammar must be applied first.? 

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARSER 

The parser is a relatively large program written in PL/I. It is close to 5700 lines long. 
Tests on a sample of 194,371 input records indicate that the central processing unit time 
to parse an average session read from tape is 1.87 seconds, and that the time to process 
one transaction is 0.06 seconds, on an IBM 370/168. For every 2.39 input log records that 
the parser reads, it produces one output record. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This paper has reviewed some of the methods of evaluating on-line search systems. 
Emphasis has been on analyzing searches from the National Library of Medicine’s 
MEDLARS system. The paper presented a symbolic definition of the query language used 
in the system and described a fixed format output record that can store search statements 
and program responses. The paper then described the problems inherent in converting an 
abbreviated form of log record produced by the system into the fixed format record. The 
structure of the parser that converted the log records to fixed format was also discusseed 
and its major components described. 

Surprisingly complete descriptions of the user-system dialog were obtained with the 
parser, but its implementation was a major effort. The output from the parser produces 
an excellent source from which to analyze search and performance patterns. 

The evaluation process could be more comprehensive and accurate if a few changes 
were made in search logging procedures. These include more accurately recording the time 
a transaction occurred in the system (more significant digits in the time stamp), and the 
full text of the transaction rather than only the first 57 characters in the log record. An 
important feature to add to the logging facility would be one that clearly distinguishes 
natural language text from legitimate system messages. This would have considerably 
simplified the development effort. Monitoring other parts of the system, such as tele- 
communications and operating system performance, would be useful in a broader 
evaluation since all aspects of the system could then be analyzed together to evaluate 
performance. 
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tThis would not in itself guarantee a correct analysis of the transaction except for the fact that the search 
statcmcnt ‘yes‘ ncvcr gcncratcs a time-overflow. 


